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Talking about God in Practice details the challenges and complexities of real theological

conversations with practitioners, whilst providing an example of appropriate process, and a model of

theological understanding by which to negotiate these complexities fruitfully. Drawing on, and

adapting, action research methods, this process enables researchers with practitioners to access

implicit theologies, embedded within practices. The disclosure of the theology borne by practice

enables a fresh and often exciting insight for all concerned, which leads to renewal of both practice

and theology. The Theological Action Research process offers effective and mutually constructive

ways of engaging practitioners and academics in authentic research partnerships, contributing to

the proper rootedness of theological scholarship, and to capacity building among practitioners for

further, self-led research, reflection, and theologizing.
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In my church tribe, the Baptist Union of Victoria, we are planning research into congregational

transformation, multicultural ministry and missional leadership development. These are identified

pressing needs. There is literature we can draw on and case studies we can investigate. Qualitative

research methods promise to help us go deep in our analysis. But we are eager to work with (rather

than just for) our churches and stakeholders, learn from other denominations and organisations,

include postgraduate research students and emerging scholars, and ensure our research leads to

real and lasting change rather than just a report and maybe a publication. Talking about God in

Practice and its Theological Action Research (TAR) offers a process and model that are ready to



adapt for the practitioners and budding researchers among us.Written collaboratively by the

ecumenical and interdisciplinary Action Research Church and Society (ARCS) project team, they

want to show the relevance of Christian tradition to experience and help people talk about God in

practice, in a culture which has moved God-talk to the margins. The two major frameworks they

draw on are practical theology and its interest in bridging experience and tradition with theological

reflection and interdisciplinary studies; and action research that addresses real-life problems with

researchers working collaboratively with participants to develop new action plans.The fresh

methodology of TAR is a collaborative and conversational approach for helping churches and

agencies sharpen and fulfill their mission.
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